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Quality for Oil Field Services Co. Ltd was established in 2008 in Republic of Yemen. It provides comprehensive & wide range of services for the Yemeni Market and has been servicing the Oil & Gas Industry, Power, Government, Manufacturing, Service and the Private Industry since the founding date. Quality is known for its high quality and technical competence in all its fields of services. Its scope of work includes Providing all the Basic & Assistance Services to the work of Oil & Gas Exploration and Production, Representing the International Companies, Providing technical and legal Consultation services, Providing Training Services, Supplying local and foreign Manpower.

Vision: To be the leading provider and best one by offering a complete and comprehensive range of all the Basic & Assistance Services in Oil & Gas, Training & Education Services, Technical and legal Consultation Services, Certification & Auditing.

Mission: We will conduct our business activities in a manner that is consistent with the best international practice providing quality, timely and responsive solution, and ensuring value for money to all our customers through a professional workforce. Employees will be respected, recognized and fairly rewarded.

Quality: Our Quality Management System has been developed and maintained to meet the international standard ISO 9001:2008. We are an ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company. Employee participation to implement the international standard in quality is highly encouraged at all levels.
HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT (HSE):

Health, Safety and the Environment (HSE) is becoming an integral part of every organization. HSE services help organizations to lead to well-managed health, safety, and environmental operations.

Ensuring the health and safety of an organization’s stakeholders, compliance to legal and regulatory requirements, environment-friendly operations, a positive public image, better insurance premiums, and less operational downtime are only some of the benefits brought by HSE.

We have a strong HSE policy and HSE Management System in place. This has been developed and managed to meet the international HSE standards OHSAS 18001:2007, 14001:2004, Risk Assessment, HAZOP, and ISO.
Quality for Oil Field Services Co. Ltd applies many services to the Yemeni Market through its International Principles such as:

- TÜV Middle East (A Member of TÜV NORD Group-Germany)
- Honghua International Company Ltd.
- LONESTAR Technical Services

And through its subsidiary:

- QM TECHNO Consultants
CERTIFICATION & AUDITING
- ISO 9001
- ISO 14001
- ISO 18001
- ISO 22000
- ISO 17021
- ISO 17025
- HACCP- BRC- IRIS
- ISO 20000
- ISO 25999
- ISO 27001
- ISO 29001
- ISO 10001
- ISO 31000
- ISO 22301 / BS 25999
- ISO 50001
- AS 9120

AUDITING (2nd Party)
- Food Safety & Hygiene
- Construction Quality
- QHSE
- Corporate Compliance

HSE (HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT)
- EHSMS
- EI Assessment
- HSE Audit
- Baselin
- Environmental Risk Assessment
- CEMP & OEMP
- CDM
- Carbon Management
- Due Diligence
- Hazard & Operability Studies – HAZOP
- Hazard Identification – HAZID
- Accident / Incident Investigation
- Process Safety management – PSM
- Emergency Preparedness & Response
- Strategic Environmental Ass.
- Waste Management System
- Supplying of Environmental Engineers
- Estidama & LEED
- Site Investigation

TRAINING & EDUCATION
- Specialized
- Public and In-house Training Courses
- Certification Programs in Oil Gas, HSE, NEBOSH, IOSH, Project Management
- Multilingual Trainings Management Systems
- Quality - Safety
- Environment
- Food Safety & Hygiene
- Information Security
- Social Responsibility
- Risk Management

LABORATORY
- Microbiology (Food)
- Water
- Swab
- Chemical (Food)
- Food related testing

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
- IQA/QC - Piping
- RBI / RCM
- Lifting Equipment Inspection and Certification
- Pressure Equipment
- NDT - Design Review
- Failure Analysis
- Shop & Site Inspection activities
- Plant Surveys and Remnant Life assessment
- Vehicle Inspection
- Commissioning and Operation
- Clean Air Management
- Hazard Estimation
- Energy Technology
- Noise Control
- Piping Systems
- Monitoring & Evaluation of Non Destructive Testing.
Honghua International Company Ltd.

Honghua International Company, is an expertise company in geophysics service. It is a services company that specializes in seismic data acquisition. It mainly provide oil & gas geophysical exploration. It has been engaged in seismic exploration engineering services. It emphasizes on introducing and adopting the advanced equipment and new technology, and continually developing mountain exploration techniques.

Honghua Seismic Department owns 4038 employee including 27 seismic crews, 1 GPS crew and 1 in-hole seismic crew.

Since 1983, Honghua has successfully provided high-quality seismic services to world famous oil company such as Texaco, Burlington, Sunwing, Shell China and Total EP China etc. in China.

Since 2003, Honghua has provided geophysical service in Thailand, Myanmar, North Korea, Pakistan, Egypt, Papua New Guinea, Yemen and Kyrgyzstan etc.
Lonestar is a testing and analytical laboratory established and registered in Emirate of Dubai, United Arab Emirates, and located in Business Bay Area inside Dubai Ship Docking Yard – Al Jadaf. The laboratory has been in operation since 1992. Lonestar not only continues to offer the same reliable analytical and testing services offered in the past, but also has substantially expanded its scope of services and laboratory locations in Abu Dhabi and Oman.

The areas of service currently covered by Lonestar are as follows:

- Chemical Analysis
- Scale /Deposit Analysis
- Petroleum Products Analysis
- Environmental Testing
- Effluent Analysis
- Metallography
- Metallurgical Failure Investigation
- NACE corrosion Testing
- Indoor Air Quality Monitoring
- Industrial Hygiene – IH
- Mechanical / Material Testing
- Construction Materials Testing (Civil)
- Supply of Certified Inspectors
- Non Destructive Testing - NDT
- Radiography - RT
- Magnetic Particle Testing - MPI
- Liquid Penetrant Testing – PT
- Ultrasonic Testing – UT
- Heat Treatment – HT
- Welder and Procedure Qualification
- Geotechnical Investigation
**COMPANY SERVICES**

**QM TECHNO Consultants** is a specialist professional services company providing consultancy to a wide range of clients, and to that effect, they are responding to specific demands of each client. These include, but not limited to, implementation of ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22000, OHSAS 18001, ISO 17025, ISO 27001, HACCP, Total Quality Management, internal auditing, documentation development, system monitoring and review, business and quality improvements.

**QM Techno** series of ISO 9000 / 14000 / 22000 and OHSAS 18001 consultancy will teach you how to plan, develop, implement, manage and maintain a successful ISO management systems program in your organization. Their integrated series of consultancy will allow your company to:
Understand the requirements of the standard and its applications, Expertise on system and document development, Develop or improve your organization’s quality or environmental program along with ISO 9000 / 14000 / 22000 project(s), Improves productivity and helps build a strong foundation for continuous quality and environmental improvement, Conduct an effective Internal Auditing process to ensure the effectiveness and the suitability of your systems and Maintain the system effectiveness for the comings third party audit (Surveillance Audit).
Quality for Oil Field Services Co. Ltd is also a main supplier of all Kinds of Oil & Gas Spare Parts and Chemicals, Casing & Tubing, Pipe line Construction Equipment, Drilling Pipe, Centralizers, Drilling Rigs, Stud bolts, Nuts, Threaded Bar, Hex Bolts/Set Screws, Pumps, Fittings, VALVE (Gate, Globe, Check, Ball, Butterfly, Plug, Control Valve), Pressure Control Equipment, Mechanical Equipment through International Manufactures.

It also provides Electrical and Instrumentation Services (E&I Services) {Full package: Services-Design –Manufacturing}, Civil Work & Fabrication Facility, Environmental Protection services, well testing and affiliated services, third party inspection and QC (Quality Control) processing.
COMPANY ACCREDITATION & CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATE

Management system as per
EN ISO 9001 : 2008

In accordance with TUV NORD CERT procedures, it is hereby notified that

Quality For Oil Field Services Co. Ltd.
Beirut Street,
P.O. Box 16132, Sana’a,
Republic of Yemen

Applies a management system in line with the above standard for the following scope

- Providing all the Basic & Assisted Services to the Oil & Gas Exploration and Production.
- Representing the International Companies.
- Providing the Technical and Legal Consultation Services,
- Providing Training Services.
- Supplying Local and Foreign Manpower.

Certificate Number: 44100 157175
Audit Report No: 55000-4101

Certificate Body
at TUV NORD CERT GmbH

Abu Dhabi, 2013-06-21

This certification was conducted in accordance with the TUV NORD CERT auditing and certification procedures and is subject to regular surveillance audits.

TUV NORD CERT GmbH
Langenmarkstrasse 20
40414 Dusseldorf
www.tuv-nord-cert.com

CERTIFICATE OF EXCELLENCE

This certificate is presented to
Quality For Oil Services Co. Ltd & Honghua International Co. Ltd.
For Successfully Completing In
2D And 3D Seismic Data Acquisition in Block 83,
Operated By Medco Yemen Ltd.

6/2/2013

[Signature]
• Total E&P Yemen
• Yemen LNG Company
• DNO Yemen AS
• OMV Exploration GmbH
• TeleYemen
• Canadian Nexen Petroleum Yemen
• Dove Energy Ltd
• Masila Petroleum Exploration & Production.
• Oil Search (ROY) Limited
• Weatherford Oil Tool Middle East Ltd.
• MEDCO Yemen
• Schlumberger
• Tanmia for Oil & Construction ltd
• Cal Valley Petroleum (Cyprus)Ltd
• Halliburton
• Safer Exploration & Production Operations
• Dome Trading & Contracting Co.ltd
• Aisco Group of Companies
• NATCO
• Hawk International Finance & Construction.
• Gulf Energy

• Naborse Drilling International ltd., Yemen
• Yemen Company for Industry & Commerce C.S.C
• Yemen International Catering
• Yemen Herbs Lab.
• Hassan Rubeiya Group of Companies
• Diaah Yemen for Contracting
• Yemen Standardization Metrology and Quality Control Organization (YSMO)
• EL-Aghil Trading Company
• HSA Group (National Dairy and Food Company, National Co.or Sponge and Plastic Industry Yemen Co. for Sugar Refinery, Yemen Co.for Industry & Commerce Yemen Co for Ghee & Soap IND., Yemen Company for Flour Mills& Silos -Aden Hayel Saeed Anam Co-Yemen Region -Head Office, Yemen Company for Packaging Material Industry, General Packaging Co.)
• Small & Micro Enterprise Promotion Service (SMEPS).
• GSK
• Almasila Est. for General Trading & Oil Services
CLIENTS REFERENCE

- AL-hadha Trading and General Agencies
- Al-Jazeera Insurance & Reinsurance
- Yemen Herbs Lab.
- Hassan Rubeiya Group of Companies
- Diaah Yemen for Contracting
- Yemen Standardization Metrology and Quality Control Organization (YSMO)
- Sun Temple
- Petro Yem Mco
- Comet
- HR Drill Smith
- Yemenia Airlines
- Charitable Society for Social Welfare.
- Yemen Snack Food MNF.CO.
- International Center For Honey & Natural Products
- Al Durra Food
- Delta Food
- ITRC
- SEBC Projects
- Yabyab AL-Harethy Company For Contracting and Oil & Gas
- NALCO
- Dawood Energy For Oli & Gas Co.
- Sabson Energy
- Arabian Group Of Companies
- Aloss Trading & Gen. Contracting
- Mikano International
- ASAS Contracting
- Midad Printing Inks
- Baalbaki Group
- Libya Oil
- Sudan Shell
- Madar Chemicals
- Qualitas Services
- GLOBOWORKS
- Syrian Saudi Chemicals
- Emessa Labs
- Rafiq AL Burghali & Co.’s
- Saad Plast
- Taiba Factory
- AFAQ for Industry & Trading
- Hana Milk
- Sandy Pharma
- MG Pharma
- Jordan Minerals Est.
- APV
An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company

For more information, you can contact us through the below address:

Quality for Oil Field Services Co. Ltd,
P.O.Box: 16122
Beirut St, Sana’a Republic of Yemen
Tel: +967 1 432150 Fax: +967 1 424795 Mob: +967 711 650 262
Email: QFOFS@yemen.net.ye Or trainingmanager@yemenquality.com Website: www.yemenquality.com